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This quilt is  for a confident beginner. We are using the value of 
light and dark fabrics, to produce an optical illusion quilt. 

 
Light Floral fabrics, 2 ½ yds. Fabric needs to be at least 42” in length. 

Dark floral fabrics, 2 ½ yds. Fabric needs to be at least 42” in length. 
Spray sizing, spray on fabric before cutting into 1 3/4” strips. Or do not wash 
your fabric before hand.  
Basic sewing supplies, and sewing machine. I like an accurate 1/4” sewing 
foot for piecing the strips. (Do not sew a scant 1/4” seam) Rotary cutter and 
ruler to cut exact 1 3/4” strips. Ideally we would like your strip strada to be 
10” or less in width. We are cutting squares when you get to class, and then 
triangles.  
 
Flannel sheet or the back of a plastic tablecloth for design board. Square rul-
er and a 18” or longer ruler. Do not go buy rulers, I will also have some with me.  
Cut 36, 1 3/4” strips from light and 36, 1 3/4 from dark fabric. Sew nine stratas before class to 
have more time for designing. Sew 9 stratas of  (cut strips); one light to one dark (4 pairs)  
Each strata has 8 strips. Iron to the dark strip after sewing each pair. Again do not sew a scant 
1/4” seam. We want to cut your stratas into four 10” squares.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

This quilt above is 60” x 60” and it uses only two fabrics. The border can be the same 
dark fabric or another that looks dark. Also the border can be light fabric. 

Shown above is how to cut 1 3/4” strips easy. First square up fabric. Cut a 7” width, move your ruler to 5 
1/4” and cut. Move your ruler to 3 1/2” cut, and lastly move your ruler to 1 3/4” and cut. You now have 
4 strips that are 1 3/4” width. Each strata needs four light fabrics and four dark fabrics. Do this nine 
times for nine stratas. Ideas for fabric; light pooka dots and ombre. Two fabrics from same line. A black 
with a multi-color print. Any light and dark fabric, or choose several lights and several darks.  


